2017 USDF All-Breed Awards

Purebred Arabian

Training Level
Open
1. 72.046, MASKA C++++//
   Rider: Megan Frantz
   Owner: Megan Frantz
2. 69.275, AK HALEY LUJAH+/
   Rider: Amy Kellen
   Owner: Amy Kellen
3. 66.827, STLA PRINCE CHALLMING
   Riders: Laura Yelavich
   Owner: Laura Yelavich
4. 66.818, EROS PIADORO
   Riders: Lindsey O’keefe
   Owner: Rachel Davis-Heintz
5. 66.631, AMES EXPLORER+
   Rider: Mimi Stanley and Sydney Ebach
   Owner: Sydney and Kit Ebach

Junior/Young Rider
1. 65.766, AMES EXPLORER+
   Rider: Sydney Ebach
   Owner: Sydney or Kit Ebach

Adult Amateur
1. 72.046, MASKA C++++//
   Rider: Tricia Joaquin
   Owner: Meredith and Cheryl Ann Matte
2. 66.827, STLA PRINCE CHALLMING
   Rider: Laura Yelavich
   Owner: Laura Yelavich
3. 65.114, REQUIEM WSA
   Rider: Jenni Rich
   Owner: Jenni Rich
4. 61.923, GOLDEN SAFIRA++/
   Rider: Jennifer Neemann
   Owner: Jennifer Neemann
First Level
Open
1. 68.654, RAE LIGHTMYFIRE+/ 
   Rider: Rebecca E Murphy 
   Owner: Rebecca E Murphy 
2. 67.656, RAWHIDE V+// 
   Rider: Suzette Sontag 
   Owner: Joanne Adcock 
3. 67.500, MASKA C++++// 
   Rider: Megan Frantz 
   Owner: Megan Frantz 
4. 66.545, WILDCARD CHARLIE 
   Rider: Amanda Zlotek 
   Owner: Amanda or Brenda Zlotek 
5. 66.287, FAMEDANCER V 
   Rider: Christine Dietrich 
   Owner: Christine Dietrich 

Junior/Young Rider
1. 64.559, LEGEND OF DESPERADO 
   Rider: Emily Dwyer 
   Owner: Anna Marie Urquhart 

Adult Amateur
1. 68.654, RAE LIGHTMYFIRE+/ 
   Rider: Rebecca Murphy 
   Owner: Rebecca Murphy 
2. 67.500, MASKA C++++// 
   Rider: Megan Frantz 
   Owner: Megan Frantz 
3. 66.545, WILDCARD CHARLIE 
   Rider: Amanda Zlotek 
   Owner: Amanda or Brenda Zlotek 
4. 66.287, FAMEDANCER V 
   Rider: Christine Dietrich 
   Owner: Christine Dietrich 
5. 66.111, SSHAQ++++// 
   Rider: Debbie Canaday 
   Owner: Debbie or Dayton Canaday 

Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur
1. 66.111, SSHAQ++++// 
   Rider: Debbie Canaday 
   Owner: Debbie or Dayton Canaday
Vintage Cup Award – Professional
1. 67.656, RAWHIDE V+/
    Rider: Suzette Sontag
    Owner: Joanne Adcock

Second Level
Open
1. 66.829, WP AULSOVAIN++++/
    Rider: Patience Prine - Carr
    Owner: Robert Lapso
2. 64.359, BRILLIANTT
    Rider: Lisa Pembleton- Del Mundo
    Owner: Lisa Pembleton- Del Mundo
3. 64.231, CHIEF SHAHLON++/
    Rider: Tracy Pierce, Kayla Smith
    Owner: Kayla Smith
4. 63.450, HF CALI DAABA+
    Rider: Susan Mori
    Owner: Karin A. Mcmurtrie
5. 63.182, SSHAQ++++/
    Rider: Debbie Canaday
    Owner: Debbie or Dayton Canaday

Junior/Young Rider
1. 62.500, SOFINE STRAIT MAN+/
    Rider: Ella Fruchterman
    Owner: Ella Fruchterman

Adult Amateur
1. 64.189, CHIEF SHAHLON++/
    Rider: Kayla Smith
    Owner: Kayla Smith
2. 63.450, HF CALI DAABA+
    Rider: Susan Mori
    Owner: Karin Mcmurtrie
3. 63.182, SSHAQ++++/
    Rider: Debbie Canaday
    Owner: Debbie or Dayton Canaday
4. 61.951, MSU SUPERSTICIOUS+
    Rider: Valarie V. Boatman
    Owner: Valarie V. Boatman
5. 60.732, FOOL FOR LOVE
    Rider: Roberta Britting
    Owner: Roberta Britting
Vintage Cup Award – Professional
1. 66.829, WP AULO SVAIN++++//
   Rider: Patience Prine- Carr
   Owner: Robert Lapso

Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur
1. 63.182, SSHAQ++++//
   Rider: Debbie Canaday
   Owner: Dayton and Debbie Canaday
2. 60.732, FOOL FOR LOVE
   Rider: Roberta Britting
   Owner: Roberta Britting

Third Level
Open
1. 66.859, AUR MYSTIC ILLUSION+//
   Rider: Amy Miller
   Owner: Edward or Sherri Dodd
2. 64.583, SUNDARA BFA+//
   Rider: Kayla Smith
   Owner: Kayla Smith
3. 64.487, VIKHTORIA BEY
   Rider: Ashtyn Brandt
   Owner: Ashtyn Brandt
4. 63.205, ANNA MIRIAH C++
   Rider: Ana Digironimo
   Owner: Ana Digironimo
5. 60.897, K-LOVE++
   Rider: Shelby Suelzle
   Owner: Shelby Suelzle

Junior/Young Rider
1. 64.487, VIKHTORIA BEY
   Rider: Ashytn Brandt
   Owner: Ashytn Brandt

Adult Amateur
1. 64.583, SUNDARA BFA+//
   Rider: Kayla Smith
   Owner: Kayla Smith
2. 60.897, K-LOVE++
   Rider: Shelby Suelzle
   Owner: Shelby Suelzle

Vintage Cup – Adult Amateur
1. 60.897, K-LOVE++
   Rider: Shelby Suelzle
   Owner: Shelby Suelzle
Fourth Level
Open
1. 63.722, KNIGHT THYME SA++++/
   Rider: Katherine Pfeil
   Owner: Katherine I or Susan Pfeil

Adult Amateur
1. 63.722, KNIGHT THYME SA++++/
   Rider: Katherine Pfeil
   Owner: Katherine I or Susan Pfeil

Prix St Georges
Open
1. 63.224, WF ZENO SPIRIT+/
   Rider: Kristine Phelps
   Owner: Jean and James Popp
2. 62.303, OKW SUSPENSE+/
   Rider: Patience Prine-Carr
   Owner: Mary Jo Wertheimer

Vintage Cup Award – Professional
1. 62.303, OKW SUSPENSE+/
   Rider: Patience Prine-Carr
   Owner: Mary Jo Wertheimer

Intermediate I
Open
1. 62.237, WF ZENO SPIRIT+/
   Rider: Kristine Phelps
   Owner: Jean and James Popp
2. 62.237, LP SNICKERS+/
   Rider: Michelle Freeman, Jessica Gould
   Owner: Linda Freeman

Adult Amateur
1. 61.974, LP SNICKERS+/
   Rider: Michelle Freeman
   Owner: Linda Freeman

Grand Prix
Open
1. 63.750, ALEROS+/
   Rider: Hilda Gurney
   Owner: Barbara Parkening
2. 62.800, KS FADLS PHOENIX
   Rider: Melissa Lund
   Owner: Melissa Lund
Adult Amateur
1. 62.800, KS FADLS PHOENIX
   Rider: Melissa Lund
   Owner: Melissa Lund

Half-Arabian and Anglo-Arabian

Training Level
Open
1. 72.098, FLASHSEUER+
   Rider: Kristen S. Poole
   Owner: Kristen S. Poole and William Campbell
2. 69.091, CORRAGGIO+
   Rider: Tricia Joaquin
   Owner: Tricia Joaquin and Candy Ziebell
3. 68.978, RAVENWOOD HOT STUFF+
   Rider: Laurie Tibbs
   Owner: Barbara and Laurie Tibbs
4. 68.409, COOL HAND LUKE KF
   Rider: Nocolette Blasgen
   Owner: Lynne Taylor
5. 67.920, DAEMARA
   Rider: Nancy Clendenin
   Owner: Nancy Clendenin

Junior/Young Rider
1. 68.409, COOL HAND LUKE KF
   Rider: Nicolette Blasgen
   Owner: Lynne Taylor
2. 67.500, TTC BACK N STYLE+
   Rider: Stephanie Parrish
   Owner: Stephanie Parrish or Kathleen or Diane Sullivan

Adult Amateur
1. 69.091, CORRAGGIO+
   Rider: Tricia Joaquin
   Owner: Tricia Joaquin or Candy Ziebell
2. 68.978, RAVENWOOD HOT STUFF+
   Rider: Laurie Tibbs
   Owner: Barbara or Laurie Tibbs
3. 67.920, DAEMARA
   Rider: Nancy Clendenin
   Owner: Nancy Clendenin
4. 67.784, DONNA ELENA
   Rider: Laurie Tibbs
   Owner: Barbara or Laurie Tibbs
5. 67.002, RULETTE+/
    Rider: Susan Bender
    Owner: Susan Bender

Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur
1. 67.920, DAEMARA
    Rider: Nancy W Clendenin
    Owner: Nancy W Clendenin
2. 67.002, RULETTE+/
    Rider: Susan Bender
    Owner: Susan Bender
3. 63.698, DA THRILL FACTOR
    Rider: Kimberly Lei Holsworth Hicks
    Owner: Kimberly Lei Holsworth Hicks

Vintage Cup Award – Professional
1. 72.098, FLASHFEUER+/
    Rider: Kristen S. Poole
    Owner: Kristen S. Poole and William Campbell

First Level
Open
1. 72.717, GLAMOUR GIRL DBA
    Rider: Joann R. Williams
    Owner: Joann R. Williams
2. 71.406, FLASHFEUER+/
    Riders: Kristen S. Poole
    Owner: Kristen S. Poole and William Campbell
3. 66.618, COOL HAND LUKE KF
    Rider: Nicolette Blasgen
    Owner: Lynne Taylor
4. 65.074, TTC BACK N STYLE+
    Rider: Stephanie Parish
    Owner: Stephanie Parrish or Kathleen or Diane Sullivan
5. 64.063, BLUE ELEGANCE ASF
    Rider: Jessica Smelter
    Owner: Jessica Smelter

Junior/Young Rider
1. 66.618, COOL HAND LUKE KF
    Rider: Nicolette Blasgen
    Owner: Lynne Taylor
2. 65.074, TTC BACK N STYLE+
    Rider: Stephanie Parrish
    Owner: Stephanie Parrish or Kathleen or Diane Sullivan
3. 63.162, STARFIRES ORION+/
    Rider: Ella Fruchterman
    Owner: Ella Fruchterman
Adult Amateur
1. 64.063, BLUE ELEGANCE ASF
   Rider: Jessica Smelter
   Owner: Jessica Smelter
2. 61.471, COUNT WYATT
   Rider: Glenda Kim
   Owner: Glenda Kim
3. 60.926, PRAIRIE BELL
   Rider: Lesya Ukrainchuk
   Owner: Leysa Ukrainchuk

Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur
1. 61.471, COUNT WYATT
   Rider: Glenda Kim
   Owner: Glenda Kim
2. 60.926, PRAIRIE BELL
   Rider: Lesya Ukrainchuk
   Owner: Leysa Ukrainchuk

Vintage Cup Award – Professional
1. 72.717, GLAMOUR GIRL DBA
   Rider: Joann R. Williams
   Owner: Joann R. Williams
2. 71.406, FLASHFEUER+/
   Rider: Kristen Poole
   Owner: Kristen Poole and William Campbell

Second Level
Open
1. 66.923, VELVET RAIN++++//
   Rider: Crystal Alatalo
   Owner: Kim or Douglas Stone
2. 66.220, KINETIC ROMANCE+/
   Rider: Joanna Norman, Missy Gilliland
   Owner: Joanna Norman
2.66.220, SKIES THE LIMITT+
   Rider: Jessie Bonneau
   Owner: Jessie Bonneau
3. 65.194, KURT ALI KHAN++/
   Rider: Cynthia DeRousie
   Owner: Cynthia DeRousie
4. 63.030, REMM BRANDT
   Rider: Andrea Knapp, Carly Self
   Owner: Carly Self
Junior/Young Rider
1. 62.988, TK SIMPLY SCANDALOUS
   Rider: Emily Brezarich
   Owner: Emily Brezarich or Grace Choe

Adult Amateur
1. 66.923, VELVET RAIN++++/+ //
   Rider: Crystal Alatalo
   Owner: Kim or Douglas Stone
2. 65.687, REMBRANDT
   Rider: Carly Self
   Owner: Carly Self
3. 65.194, KURT ALI KHAN+//
   Rider: Cynthia DeRousie
   Owner: Cynthia DeRousie
4. 62.949, KINETIC ROMANCE+/
   Rider: Joanna Norman
   Owner: Joanna Norman

Vintage Cup – Adult Amateur
1. 65.194, KURT ALI KHAN+//
   Rider: Cynthia DeRousie
   Owner: Cynthia DeRousie

Third Level
Open
1. 66.731, ARISTOCRAT CD+//
   Rider: Amy Miller
   Owner: Jan Roeder
2. 66.539, ZANZYBAR+//
   Rider: Jeanette Lundgren
   Owner: Jeanette Lundgren
3. 66.183, ROYAL LEGGACY+///
   Rider: Kathy Mueller
   Owner: Kathy Mueller or Katie Werner
4. 62.565, KRYMSUN KID+//
   Rider: Nina Toon
   Owner: Nina Toon
5. 62.436, FLASHFEUER+/
   Rider: Kristen Poole
   Owner: Kristen Poole, William Campbell

Junior/Young Rider
1. 62.436, ALTAN+
   Rider: Abbey Terpstra
   Owner: Brenna O’Gara
Adult Amateur
1. 66.539, ZANZYBAR+/
   Rider: Jeanette Lundgren
   Owner: Jeanette Lundgren
2. 62.565, KRYMSUN KID+/
   Rider: Nina Toon
   Owner: Nina Toon
3. 60.606, FAMES HARLEY GIRL++++/
   Rider: Stephanie Eckelkamp
   Owner: Stephanie Eckelkamp

Fourth Level
Open
1. 62.222, DARK PRANKSTER+++/
   Rider: Radene Gordon-Beck, Kristen Phelps
   Owner: Radene Gordon-Beck

Adult Amateur
1. 62.333, DARK PRANKSTER+++/
   Rider: Radene Gordon-Beck
   Owner: Radene Gordon-Beck

Vintage Cup – Adult Amateur
1. 62.333, DARK PRANKSTER+++/
   Rider: Radene Gordon-Beck
   Owner: Radene Gordon-Beck

Prix St Georges
Open
1. 64.408, HS DIAMOND DOLLY+
   Rider: Kasey Bedard
   Owner: Kasey Bedard
2. 63.935, BR DANNYS SECRET+/
   Rider: Angelia Bean
   Owner: Linda Butz
3. 62.764, DARK PRANKSTER+++/
   Rider: Radene Gordon-Beck, Kristen Phelps
   Owner: Radene Gordon – Beck, Kristen Phelps
4. 61.382, MS SPANISH LEGACY+++/
   Rider: Laura Killian
   Owner: Ann or Laura Killian
5. 61.382, GLIMMERATI
   Rider: Julie Davies Pagels
   Owner: Julie Davies Pagels
Adult Amateur
1. 64.408, HS DIAMOND DOLLY+
   Rider: Kasey Bedard
   Owner: Kasey Bedard
2. 62.632, DARK PRANKSTER+++/
   Rider: Radene Gordon-Beck
   Owner: Radene Gordon-Beck
1. 60.000, SABASTIANS MAGIQUE
   Rider: Natalie A Defee Mendik
   Owner: Natalie A Defee Mendik

Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur
1. 62.632, DARK PRANKSTER+++/
   Rider: Radene Gordon-Beck
   Owner: Radene Gordon-Beck

Intermediate I
Open
1. 66.316, TRIFECTA+/
   Rider: Courtney Cutright
   Owner: Betty Horst and Courtney Cutright
2. 64.079, MS SPANISH LEGACY+++/
   Rider: Laura Killian
   Owner: Ann or Laura Killian
3. 63.846, KHEMOS KHOPI++++/
   Rider: Heather Albright – Rudd, Elizabeth Gagliardi
   Owner: John Albright or Heather Albright-Rudd
4. 62.895, BR DANNYS SECRET+/
   Rider: Angelia Bean
   Owner: Linda Butz
5. 61.908, SURE IT BRIGHT+++/
   Rider: Samantha Hodgson
   Owner: Dawn or Samantha Hodgson

Adult Amateur
1. 66.316, TRIFECTA+/
   Rider: Courtney Cutright
   Owner: Betty Horst and Courtney Cutright
2. 62.434, KHEMOS KHOPI++++/
   Rider: Heather Albright-Rudd
   Owner: John Albright or Heather Albright-Rudd
3. 60.395, COCO RHOYALE
   Rider: Angela Genin
   Owner: Angela Genin

Vintage Cup – Professional
1. 61.842, PAVAROTTI RA+/
   Rider: Tedi Paasch
Intermediate II
Open

1. 65.00, ELIJAS TRUBADOR MGF+++//
   Rider: Tracy Pierce
   Owner: Tracy Pierce

2. 60.395, BUSTER BEY+//
   Rider: Kristine Phelps
   Owner: Radene Gordon-Beck